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Ducks are used to get rid of 
pests such as snails and worms 
in the vineyards at Avondale. 
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What Was once regarded as a hippie aberration is 
sloWly becoMing a side of WineMaking that’s no longer 
regarded Merely as a fleeting trend or flavour of the 
Month, but as the Way forWard for an industry that’s 

becoMe Worryingly dependent on heavy- 
handed farMing practices.

Words: Keith Bain 
(@soberholic) 

 Every winemaker knows the truth. That the key to great wine is in the 
vineyards. It comes down to grape quality, which ultimately depends on 

the soil and how it is farmed. Everything that happens after the grapes are picked 
can either disguise flaws in the fruit or enhance greatness, but at its essence, 
winemaking is about harvesting the best possible grapes.

Unfortunately, modern winemaking relies on agricultural industrialisation to 
extract as much profit as possible. Chemical fertilisers, pesticides and all manner 
of heavy-handed methods have become the convention in farming today, and that 
applies to wine farms too. There are, of course, renegades, rebels and outsiders 
charting an alternative course. 

Callie Louw is a somewhat anarchic winemaker who earned acclaim for 
producing excellent vintages at Porseleinberg in the Swartland. While working on 
wine estates in France, he realised organic farming was the only way to operate. 
“As a farmer,” says Callie, “ I believe my job is to build the soil and look after the 
farm. To be a caretaker of the land. If I want the farm to look after me, I have to 
look after the farm. Sustainability is to me more important than any other label.” 

He continues, “Organic and biodynamic farming are the only true inroads you 
can make towards being sustainable. Most commercial farms aren’t really building 
anything. Every year conventional farmers buy all the same chemicals, the same 
fertilisers … and in most cases must start buying more and more because the soil 
they’re treating is becoming increasingly depleted.”

Callie says farming organically means being more proactive. “It means not  
being too emotional. When commercial farmers see one or two little bugs they 
immediately go full-out with the chemicals. But I sit back and watch them. Bugs 
eat and they get tired and they go away, so what’s the need to kill them? The key 
thing is being proactive. With organic farming we can’t act in a remedial way, we 
have to be ahead of the game, farming with our eyes open.”

“And,” says Callie, “I’d like to think consumers can taste that there’s more life  
in the wines we produce from this cared-for land.”

True
wine
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Leading the cause for organic winemaking in South Africa is 
Johan Reyneke, who owns and runs the only certified biodynamic 
farm in the country. Johan discovered his love of farming while 
working part-time as a farm labourer while studying environmental 
ethics at Stellenbosch University. “I was writing my thesis after 
hours, while working in the vineyards during the day,” says Johan. 
“I was the guy carrying the fertiliser, the guy with the herbicide 
backpack and the poison dripping down the back of his legs. It felt 
unnatural to be killing off the life in the vineyards and I didn’t like 
the impact of those chemicals on my own health.”

“If you go out and buy any packet of herbicide, pesticide or 
fungicide for use in modern agriculture, it will have a skull and 
crossbones on it with the word ‘poison’. These substances are not 
really good for the health of consumers – and I think one should 
spare a thought for the people working on farms, too. I don’t think 
these chemicals are great for anybody.”

“It’s like that line from Spider-Man,” says Johan. “‘With great 
power comes great responsibility.’ And I think with knowledge 
comes an obligation to act. Today, on my own farm, I have 
stewardship over 37 hectares of land and with that comes 
responsibility. Most farmers say chemicals are a necessary evil, and 
they justify their use by saying agriculture isn’t wilderness, that the 
land needs to be tamed. I just don’t think blasting the environment 
with chemicals is the only way to practise agriculture.”

Early in his farming life, Johan met Jeanne Malherbe, a 
groundbreaking environmentalist who started farming 
biodynamically in Wellington in the 1960s. “She showed me an 
alternative way, softer and gentler and more respectful towards 
nature and the people who work the land,” says Johan.

 “Biodynamics is the oldest form of organic or alternative 
agriculture in existence. It comes from a time when people had a 
spiritual understanding of life in general and farming in particular. 
Biodynamics goes a step further than organic farming, making the 
switch from sustainability to self-sufficiency. It sees the farm as a 
closed system, and you try to make that system as self-sufficient  
as possible.”

Johan uses a straightforward example to explain: “An organic 
farmer will buy an organic fertiliser, but it still has to be 

Clockwise The tasting room 
and cellar at Avondale; 
Johnathan Grieve of Avondale 
with some of his eclectic 
farming implements.
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manufactured, packaged, marketed, and transported to the farm. 
The biodynamic alternative is to go out and buy a cow, then use the 
cow’s manure as fertiliser.”

“Instead of chemicals, we add various preparations (mostly 
herbal mixtures such as dandelion, camomile, yarrow or stinging 
nettle) to the compost that we make for the vineyards. Certain 
preparations are made using cattle manure and buried in a cow 
horn underground for six months. The resulting mixture is then 
stirred vigorously and added to the soil. It has a miraculous effect 
on nutrient content.”

Avondale is another farm where sustainability guides the entire 
winemaking process. This Paarl wine estate caught public attention 
a few years back with its naughty adverts featuring scenes of naked 
men and women hand-harvesting grapes while the farm’s geese 
– responsible for controlling snails – march in the foreground. 

Avondale’s viticulturalist, Johnathan Grieve, holds a deep respect 
for the earth and the environment, and that commitment prompted 
the development of his patented BioLOGIC® farming approach, 
which combines organic and biodynamic methods. Instead of 
artificial sprays and pesticides, ducks and wasps dine on vineyard 
pests, and manure is used to create sustainable, nutrition-rich 
fertiliser. Johnathan even uses divining rods and a pendulum to 
better understand the soil. 

According to Johnathan, much of the cynicism about biodynamic 
farming is related to its belief in energies. “We’re so divorced from 
energies in this day and age, so it’s hard to explain,” he says, “but, 
in essence, it’s the homeopathy of agriculture. It’s about the 
rhythms and cycles of the earth, and we use certain herbal 
preparations to make the whole system work effectively with  
those rhythms.” 

It may sound slightly kooky, but there’s sufficient proof once 
bottles are opened and tasted. Avondale’s wines are critically 
acclaimed, something that Johnathan says can be traced back to 
the way he farms. “With biodynamics we allow the vine to decide 
what nutrients it needs, and when – so we’re all about balance.”

Corné Marais, winemaker at Avondale, compares their balanced 
grapes with the overripe grapes that result from the “fast-food-
style chemical dosing regime” practised on many farms. “Chemical 
fertilisers cause imbalances in the soil, in the vineyard, and in the 
grapes,” he says. “If you farm in the conventional way, with 
excessive chemicals, you need to wait until the grapes have a very 
high sugar content before they ripen – if they ripen properly at all. 
The result is a jammy, over-ripe grape that leads to wine with very 
high alcohol levels.”

“What we want,” says Johnathan, “is for the grapes to grow 
naturally, without human interference. That results in balanced 
grapes with better concentration of flavour. The grapes we pick  
are actually properly ripe, which means our wines fully express 
their natural character. I don’t believe you can get that by force-
feeding the grapes.”

Billy Hughes of Hughes Family Wines in Malmesbury agrees that 
balance is important. He arrived in South Africa from Argentina in 
1990, and started making wine in 2004. “We never considered 
anything other than organic wine, because the main thing is 
starting with perfect grapes – grapes that are free of pesticides  
and chemical additives at the growing stage. For me, 80% of the 
winemaking happens in the vineyard, so you need to start with a 
vineyard that is clean and healthy. If you start using chemicals, you 
kill everything that contributes to the wine’s flavour.”

Like most biodynamic farmers, Billy believes farming this way 
preserves something of the very life and soul of the land and of the 
wine. “We want to keep alive everything that lives in the vineyard. 
We want all the natural flora and fauna, because it has to be in 
balance if it is to be a happy vineyard. Once you start killing weeds 
and bugs with pesticides, chemicals and systemic sprays, you’re 
disturbing that balance.” 

But balance, he says, is also about a connection to the rhythm  
of nature, and this goes beyond rational science. “Practising 
biodynamics is similar to organic farming, but it also means being in 
tune with the moon. We also pay attention to the planets and there 
are specific times to do certain farming activities. It’s an act of faith. 
You can’t always prove that it does what it does, but it does. 
Ultimately, it’s a spiritual thing to make wine this way.”

Back at Reyneke Organic in Stellenbosch, Johan likes to remind 
people that there’s more to responsible farming than having your 
heart in the right place. “When we started 15 years ago, people 
thought we were nuts,” he says. “Some still do. Back then there 
was very little organic wine on the market. Now it’s gaining in 
popularity. We’re still the only certified biodynamic wine farm in 
South Africa, but by the end of 2015 there’ll be four of us. The 
prevailing mindset is changing quickly – and there we must thank 
the consumer. The moment consumers started putting their weight 
behind organic, sustainable and biodynamic production, the market 
followed. All the supermarkets started creating organic categories, 
and this has prompted the industry to start going greener. We’re 
still relatively small and niche, but we’re growing exponentially.”

“Plus,” says Johan, “each time the rand plummets, production 
costs rise across the board, but Daisy’s manure costs exactly the 
same. Biodynamics doesn’t only make environmental sense, but 
economic sense.” 

Corné Marais, winemaker at 
Avondale, believes wine is a 
reflection of the soil and 
sustainable farming methods 
result in better wine
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